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About This Game

The bundle contain 6 casual games:

My Farm Life:

One minute, Lisa is signing a contract to be the star of a new show; the next, she's knee-deep in chores as she starts taping the
first episode of My Farm Life! Plant and harvest crops, milk cows and shear sheep, and purchase equipment to produce the
goods Lisa's customers want, all while smiling for the cameras. With the help of a local merchant and three super-powered
assistants, Lisa should have no trouble meeting her goals. Just remember to hire a dog to chase off thieves! Can you win the

Show of the Year and the Farmer of the Year awards?

My Farm Life 2:

My Farm Life 2 takes casual games to new heights as players tend to crops 30 stories above busy city streets! Help Lisa tackle
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the unique challenges of running a rooftop farm as you grow crops, milk cows, and produce goods in 60 exciting episodes. Beat
the clock as you grow chili peppers, make hot sauce, and sell the fruit of your labor to Carlos. Increase production by creating

an efficient layout, hiring the right helpers, and upgrading your machines. And earn achievements for impressive time
management gameplay!

Terrafarmers:

Use advanced terraforming technology to revive a barren celestial wilderness! Watch in wide-eyed wonder as new plant life
springs up from parched alien soil with a few clicks of your mouse, and learn to take care of the wild and wonderful creatures
that emerge from the undergrowth. As you hop from planet to planet, gather the goods these organisms produce and sell them

on the galactic market for a profit. Featuring thrilling time management gameplay and stunning visuals, Terrafarmers is an out-
of-this-world casual gaming experience!

Tropical Farm:

When a hurricane ravages a tropical island, the people there issue a challenge to restore their once beautiful getaway. Beginning
with a small patch of land, some tools and a few seeds, you must turn this steamy wasteland into a fertile homestead bursting
with fruits, vegetables and livestock! The harvest is ripe with fun as you grow, collect and sell food, pointing and clicking in a

race against the clock to complete tasks!

Virtual Farm:

Virtual Farm puts you in charge of turning a small farm into a booming success! Choose your crops, till your ground, water your
fields, harvest your produce and take your goods to market. Once there, you get to set the price! You'll have to keep a close eye
on demand, though. With tons of upgrades to earn, plenty of customers to satisfy and easy-to-handle point-and-click fun, Virtual

Farm will have your entire family shoutin' YEE HAW!

Virtual Farm 2:

Raise bumper crops and then sell them for a profit in Virtual Farm 2! With a click of your mouse, you'll be digging up soil,
planting crops, and harvesting the fruits of your labor. From there, you'll need to process your goods into the products people

want. Cheese, ice cream, cakes and more are in demand at the market. Do you have what it takes to fill those orders and become
the top farmer in town? Find out when you play Virtual Farm 2!
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This game sucks.
Cool if you like bad farming games though. Like me. Idk.
There's no indifferent option.. A mix of time management and casual farming simulation games of varying quality.

Tropical Farm is the dud; it's basically Baby's First Time Management Game, overly simple, short, and too easy, with nothing
original or memorable to recommend it.

Virtual Farm is part farming and part adjusting market prices based on supply and demand to get the best return. Not bad, just
not my thing.

My Farm Life is part sim (building up your farm over time) and part time management (timed levels with specific goals). I like
the fact that you don't have to start from scratch every level, and overall the game's not bad.

Terrafarmers is the most interesting, and was for me worth the ($.59 on summer sale) price of admission for the bundle. It's
basically a sci-fi themed Farm Frenzy, with cute art and short levels with challenging time limits. The click-and-drag mechanic
is a bit clunky, but nevertheless I really enjoyed playing it.. the only reason i have 2 hours in this is because of the glitches that
make it so you cannot exit the game so trying 6 broken games and the time it takes to get over the shock equals 2 hours for me
. This game saved me from the darkest depths of depression, after my father killed my mother i felt like i couldnt continue in
this world. then, like an angle in the night this game saved pulled me out of the abyss. i highly recomend this game if you are
depressed or have a heroine addiction because i had both but now, ive seen the way of the lord. thank you. This game is not just
a game. It's something completely different. It changed my life, I think it's for the better. The emotional value this game has
given is too great for me to fully comprehend. I can't even begin to explain the joy I've gotten playing My Farm Life 2 on here.
It is honestly by far the most life changing event that has ever happened to me in all my years of life. I've invested so much into
this game that my friends and family are starting to worry about me. I don't know how much more I can take. I've gone to rehab
because I've become addicted to these games. Professional help has not helped me at all. If anything, my addiction has only
grown stronger. I've lost almost all of the friends I have. The friends I do have remaining just don't believe that it can be this
good, so I bought it for one of them. It has changed thier life, and I believe he might be falling down into the addiction that
these games will bring. I can't bear to play any other game anymore. I've become to enveloped into this hell that I can't turn
back. I believe that the only way for me to truly escape now is to end it all. So after I finish writing this review, I'm going to end
it. So to you readers of this, I urge you, stay away. Goodbye.. Good mix of farming games. I already owned and enjoyed both of
the My Farm Life games previously, but they were worth replaying, with some more value in the rest of the bundle.

The Virtual Farm games are quite basic farm sims with a trading element. I felt the first one was a clickfest but not a
particularly fun one, while the second one had the opposite problem of requiring me to wait until trades were completed before I
could do anything else. I could probably get some more out of these if I tried but didn't find them particularly appealing.

Tropical Farm is, well, I guess it qualifies as a farming game. Planting is limited to about a dozen pre-determined spots, with a
few animals thrown in to boot. Not necessarily a bad game, but more an entry level game to the genre.

Terrafarmers isn't exactly what I think of when I think of farming games, but it blends different game types into a fun package.
For the most part, the animals produce products that you can then cook or blend to make more expensive products, all of which
you can either sell for their standard price or to customers who pay based on how quickly you can service them. This is mixed
with some pirate attacks to kind of throw you off, but I never found this as much of a turn off as I found the pests in Farm
Frenzy to be.

My Farm Life and My Farm Life 2 follow a farm you build over the course of a 50 episode season as you must learn to satisfy
an increasing volume of different products. This is more what I think of when it comes to a traditional farming game in which
you plant produce, but along with Terrafarmers makes it well worth the rather cheap price.

I bought this during the summer sale for 59 cents, which works out to about a penny per hour. Even at full price, it's a better
value than I get out of most games.. This game is probably the greatest game on steam, it's so lit and i think you should buy it
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I wouldn't have bought it had I known they were all timed puzzles. I don't find a game enjoyable if I have to constantly watch
the clock and get things done within the amount of time specified.

Took me a whole 30 minutes to try out all 6 games, regret the purchase.. Learnt to milk cows and make popcorn.
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